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EDGEVIS
MINICAM

Rapid deployment HD camera
From private security to local authorities, healthcare,
transportation, logistics and first responders, the EdgeVis
MiniCam is a revolutionary option for rapid deployment of
CCTV cameras. With this solution there’s no need to dig up
roads or deploy vast amounts of cabling. Simply install your
camera, power-up and you are ready to go.
Ideally suited to everyday surveillance as well as monitoring
major incidents, events and vulnerable sites, these compact
units can be installed quickly onto existing street furniture or
dedicated mountings, offering a quick and easy solution for
temporary and semi-permanent surveillance.
Unlike other solutions, the EdgeVis MiniCam is capable of
streaming securely over both cellular and WIFI, even in the
most remote areas where signal may be poor. Users can
view feeds at the edge – from anywhere, access HD images,
or PTZ the camera at source for even greater visibility.
Advanced onboard analytics also provides a powerful
approach to alerting users to events that require action, with
remote viewing from any connected device.
Designed to protect both people and places, the EdgeVis
MiniCam offers a sophisticated, cost effective and flexible
all-in-one surveillance solution.

Key Features
• One-piece, lightweight and compact for quick and
easy installation
• IP66 rating, robust enclosure and vandal-resistant
• 360degree PTZ 1080p camera, x12 Optical Zoom
• Up to 2TB of onboard storage
• Live streaming over cellular (2G/3G/4G) and WIFI
• Ultra-resilient, real-time video and audio streaming
over cellular, from as low as 9Kbps
• Fully encrypted end-to-end government grade
security
• No latency. No video corruption. No unexpected
data costs
• Real time alerts by email, SMS, push alert, or direct
to the Control Room
• Capture, enhance and share operational data such
as stills and video even when network conditions
are poor
• Extract high-res images to scrutinise individuals/
areas of interest
• Easy integration into third-party systems
• Available with SafeZone accredited 2D video
analytics for intrusion detection

Industry Use Cases
Cultural events and stadia

Street and housing-estate surveillance

Supports remote monitoring of large-scale events
including festivals, concerts, sporting events and public
demonstrations for purposes of crowd control, health
and safety, incident alerts, traffic management and
crime reduction.

Supports wider crime reduction and community safety
projects by increasing people’s perceptions of safety and
their use of public places, as well as enforcing local traffic
and parking regulations.

Major incidents
Provides a quick and effective means to monitor,
manage and coordinate incidents including covert and
overt mobile surveillance, accidents, public safety,
natural disasters and emergency response.

Monitoring vulnerable facilities and sites
Proven to deter trespassers and thieves from remote
and vulnerable facilities such as construction sites,
critical national infrastructure and other isolated
locations.

Built for your organisation
• Frontline law enforcement, tactical units, border
security and defence organisations
• Healthcare professionals and first responders
including paramedics, fire and emergency services
• Security personnel including manned guarding of
commercial premises, logistics, transportation hubs
and highways, construction sites and critical national
infrastructure
• Local authorities, councils and community safety
issues
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Vandalism and anti-social behaviour
Proven effective at deterring would-be offenders from
acts of vandalism, physical violence, theft, unlicensed
trading, and a range of other undesirable activities.

Fly-tipping and rural crime
Prevents opportunistic perpetrators from illegal waste
dumping in primary hotspots, as well as securing
a number of high-value assets including quality
tools,equipment, livestock and machinery from farmland.

